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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the time of the Greeks, the concept of a curve 

has been a common ille.thematical term. The first "definition" 

of a curve 'l'laS probably as follows: IIA curve is the path of 

13 continuously moving point. III This definition is usua.lly 

accompen ied 'l'li th equally ambiguous id eas of l1thinnes s II and 

"two-sidedness." A curve ma.y also be thought of as given 

in its entirety as an infinite set of points. 

It was not until the 1870's that attempts were first 

made to formulate a precise definition of a curve. Cantor 

wes the first to be credited with such a definition. 2 What 

he s.ctually determined was the set theoretic properties of a 

set of points whose cardinality is that of the real numbers, 

a continuum. Cantor also proved that there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the points of an interval and the 

points of a square t03ether with its interior points. Thus, 

a.Dcording to Cantor's definition, a squeTe together with its 

interior points 1s also a curve. This hardly egrees with 

lG. T. Vlhyburn, "Hha.t is a Curve?lI, AmericB.n Ha.the
matical Monthly, Vol. 49(October 1942), p. 493. 

2R. L. Hilder, liThe Origin and Growth of f'iathematical 
Concepts". Bulletin of American rr,athematice.l Society, Vol. 59 
(September 1953), pp--.423-48. 
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the usual idea of a curve. If, however, this continuum tha.t 

is to be called B. curve 1 i es in a plane a.nd is requ.ired that 

the continuu.lll contains no such square, the result is "can_ 

torian lines. 11 If ca.ntorian lines could reasonably be 

defined for dimensions other than a plane, it probably would 

be e.n B.cceptable definition tode.y. 

The next important attempt to define a curve was 

made by Jorda.n. He defined a plane curve as given by any 

two functions x = f(t) and y = g(t) where the range of 

parameter t is the real number interval (O,lJ. In the orig

inal publica.tion, he made no mention of continuity. HO\lT

ever, in a later publication, he noted that if the functions 

are cont inuous, the curve is cont inuous. This is usua.lly 

cited as the "origin" of the concept of IIcontinuous curve. lI 

Cantor had pointed out tha.t if e. curve is continuous, it 

need not have a one-to-one relationship with the points of a 

continuum. Jordan's definition was somewhere in between. 

It did not require one-to-oneness and did not require 

continuity. 

It vias only three yea.rs after Jordan's formulation 

that Peano showed it was possible to construct a continuous 

curve that would pass throu3h every point of a. square a.nd 

its interior. It was also pointed out that some configur

a,tions tha.t do form curves in the intuitive s ens e are 

excluded usin~ Jordan's definition .. Thus it beca~e apparent 
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that Jordan's definition, even with the condition that the 

function be continuous, was inadequate as a definition of 

the usual concept of a curve. 

Later, Schoenflies, Brouwer and others studied 

curves in a topological structure and arrived at a charac

terization of a continuous curve to be men.tioned later. 

A continuous curve was said to be the image of 

continuous functions. If the relationship is also required 

to be one-to-one, the resulting configuration is called an 

arc. It is this special type of a curve with \·.rhich this 

paper is concerned. Also, as was ~entioned earlier, a curve 

may be considered 8S a path of a continuously movin~ point 

or as an infinite set of points. This paper will consider 

an arc as a set of points. 

In Chapter II. sone concepts from elementary topo

logy are included. In Chapter III. some topological proper

ties of the rea.l number interval (0,1) 1.... ill be discussed. 

Necessary conditions for a topologi~al space to be an arc 

\'fill also be developed. In Cha.pter IV. sufficient condi

tions for a topological space to be an arc will be developed, 

and an arc will be characterized as a topological space. 

Chapter V will contain a sUI1mary and suggestions for further 

study. 



CHAPTER II 

DEFINITIONS A~D BASIC CONCEPTS 

Definition 2.1. A topological space (S,T) is a set 

S B.nd a collection T of subsets of S tha.t satisify the 

follmlJing axioms. (1) The union of any number of elements 

of T is an element of T. (2) The intersection of a finite 

number of elements of T is an element of T. (3) Both Sand 

o B.re elements of T. The collection T is called a topology 

for the set S e.nd the members of T B.re called open sets. 

Definition 2.2. The set G is B neighborhood of p 

iff G is an open set containing p. 

Definition 2.3. Let S be a set a.nd T' a collection 

of subsets of S. Then T' is said to generate the collection 

T of subsets of S defined as follows: A subset K of S is an 

element of Tiff K is the union of a. collection of elements 

of T'. The collection T' is said to be a basis for the 

collection T which it generates. 

It is frequently more convenient to consider topo

logical spa.ces in terms of a be.sis rather than the entire 

collection forming its topology. The following theorem 

gives a cha.racterization of a. topology of a space in terms 

of a basis. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let S be a set and T a collection of 

subsets of S. Let T' be a basis for the collection T. Then 

(S,T) 1s a topological space iff the following conditions 

are true. (a) For every p 1n S, there exists an element V 

1n T' such that p is in V. (b) For every U and V in T' and 

any point p in U n V. there exists an el€~ent W of T' such 

tha t P f H C V (\ V. 

Proof: First, suppose that (S,T) is a topological 

spa.ce v.rith basis T'. Since (S.T) is a topological space, 

the union of two open sets is open. Also. since T' is a 

basis , each open set in T is the union of ·elements of T'. 

Since every point p of S is in some open set U of Sand U 

1s the union of elements of T', p is in some open set U· of 

T'. Ea.ch element of T' is 8n element of T since it ca.n be , 

considered as the union of itself. Then considering ele

ments V' and V' of T' I V' n V' is an element of T. I\TO~J, 

let p be an element of V' n V'. Then, since vr (l V' is a.n 

ele!!J.ent of T containin~ p and T is "che union of eleI!lents of 

T', there is some W' of T' such that W' is c0ntained in 

U' n V' and VII contains p. Thus conditions (e.) and ·(b) are 

se.tisfied. Conversely, suppose the.t conditons (a.) and (b) 

are true. Consider the union of any number of elements of 

T. Each of these is the union of elements of T'. Thus the 

union of any number of elements of T is the union of 

eleMents of T' ''''hich by definition is a.n element of T. The 
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sets Sand 0 ca.n be cons idered 8.S the union of all and no 

elements of T respectively. Therefore. conditions (1) and 

(3) of definition 2.1 are satisfied. Let G and H be ele

ments of T. Then each G 8.nd H is the union of 8. collection 

of elements of T'. Thus G = fCi:c.J and H= {H..Il "(\There G(ll8.nd 

H.s are elements of T' for each c( and eachjJ. NOH G f\ H = 

(liett) (l (UH~) = (Ga., n li~,) U (GA:,n HJJI)U ... U (G«..z.fJ H"s,) 

U (GO(J.,n Hp.1) U ... U (G",,,n HA,) U (Go(Kf'l H..8,t.) U ... From 

condition (b), G~ln H1Jy is an element of T' for each e;{~ a.nd 

each By. Thus G n H is the union of elements of T' 8.nd a.n 

element of T. By rna.thematical induction, it can be shown 

that the intersection of a.ny finite number of elements of T 

is an element of T. Thus condition (2) of definition 2.1 

holds and (S,T) is a. topolo~ical space. 

Definition 2.4. Let S be a topological space and X 

a subset of S. The subspace topology of X is that obtained 

by defining a subset U of X to be open in X if it is the 

intersection of X with some open subset of S. 

Definition~. A set is closed iff its complement 

is open. 

Definition 2.6. A point x in S is a limit point of 

a subset A of S iff every open set containing x contains a 

point of A distinct from x. 
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Definition 2.7. A set together lflith all its limit 

points is called the closure of A and is denoted X. 

Definition 2.8. The mapping f of e topological 

space S into another topological space T is continuous at s 

in 5 iff for every open subset G of T such that s is in 

f-l(G), there exists an open subset G' of 5 such that s is 

in Gt and Gt is a subset of f-l(G). The mapping is contin

uous on S iff it is continuous at every point of 5. 

The following theorem gives an equivalent definition 

of continuity that is easier to e.pply. in many instances. 

Theorem 2.2. Let 5 and T be spaces and f:5.......T a 

mapping. Then f is continuous on S iff for every open sub

-l( ) .set G of T, f G 1S an open subset of 5. 

Proof: First, suppose f is a continuous mapping and 

that G is any open subset of T. From definition 2.8, for 

each point x in f-l(G) there exists an open set containing 

x that is contained in f-l(G). 5ince f-l(G) is the union of 

all such neighborhoods of x, f-l(G) is an open subset of 5 

by axiom (1) of definition 2.1. Conversely, suppose that 

for every open subset G of T, f-l(G) is an open subset of 5. 

Let s be any element and G any open subset of T such that 

f(s) is in G. Define U = f-l(G). Then U is an open subset 

of 5 such that s is in U and U is a subset of f-l(G). Thus 
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f is continuous a.t s. Since s was an arbi trery point of S t 

f is continuous on S. 

Theorem 2.3. If f:S~T and g:T~\ol are continuous 

Tne.ppings, then h: S~H is a cont inuous mapping where h 1-s 

defined by h(x) = f(g(x)) for every x in S. 

Proof: Pick a.ny open set G in \AT. By theorem 2.2 t 

g-l(~) == H is an open set in T. Also, f-l(H) is an open set 

in S. Since h-l(G) == f-l(}I) , h-l(G) is an open set and h is 

a continuous mapping. 

Defini t ion 2.9. A mapping is open iff the ime.ge of 

every open set is an open set. 

Definition 2.10. A ma.pping is one-to-one iff 

·f(x) == f(y) implies x = y. 

Definition 2.11. A mapping f:S~ is onto iff every 

element of T is the image of some point in S. 

Definition 2.12. Space S is homeomorphic to space T 

iff there exists a one-to-one open continuous mapping of S 

onto T. The mapping f is called a homeomorphism. 

Definition~. A property of space S is e. topo

logical invEJ.r.ie.nt iff every space T homeomorphic to S has 

the same property. 

J 
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Definition 2.14. A set S is said to be metric iff 

there is associated vrith S a mapping p: (S x S)-9R(where R 

1s the space of real numbers) having the following proper

ties for every x, y and z in S. 

(a) p(x,y) ;::: 0 

(b) p(x,y) = 0 iff x = y 

(c) p(x,y) ~ p(y,x) 

(d) p(x,z) S p(x,y) + p(y,z) 

The ro.8.pping p is called a metric for the set S. 

Definition~. Let K be a metric set. Then, with 

each point x of K and each positive real number r, there is 

associated a subset S (x) called a spherical neighborhood of 
r 

x. A point y of K is in S (x) iff p(x,y) < r. r 

Definition 2.16. A metric set S is said to be a 

metric space iff the topology which is generated by the 

collection of subsets of S consists of all spherical neigh

borhoods of S. This topology of S is said to be induced by 

the metric p of S. 

Definition 2.17. Let (S,T) be a topological space. 

Then S is metrizB.ble iff it is possible to define a metric 

on S which induces the topology T. 

Definition 2.18. A topological space S is a Haus

dorff SDace iff for every two distinct points p and q of S, 



there exists disjoint open sets U and V of S such that p is 

in U and q is in V. 

Definition 2.19. A topological space is a T spacel 

iff every point of S is a closed subset of S. 

Definition 2.20. Let X be a subset of space S. 

Then X is said to be a cutting of S iff S - X is not con

nected. A single point of S is called a cut point of S iff 

it is a cutting of S; otherwise, it is called a non-cut 

point. 

D~finition 2.21. A set X is non-degenerate iff X 

contains at least two distinct elements. 

Definition 2.22. A subset B of K is dense in K iff 

K is a subset of B. 

Definition 2.23. A subset B of S is separable iff 

there exists a countable subset H of B which is dense in B. 

Defini tion 2.24. Two subsets A B.nd E of a space S 

are separated iff A ~ ~, B ~ ~, Xn B = 0, and A n ~ = 0. 

Definition 2.25. A subset Aof space S is connected 

iff there exists no continuous mapping f:A-fR such that f(A) 

consists of exactly two elements. 

The following theorems give useful relationshtps 
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between cut points, connected sets, and separated sets. 

Theorem 2.4. Let S be a connected space and x a 

point of S such that S - x == A U B where A and B are separ

ated sets. Then A U x and B ~x are connected. 

Proof: Suppose A U x is not connected. Then there 

exists a continuous mapping f such that f(A U x)~(a U b) 

"There a. and b are distinct. Now, define a ma.pping f:S-f(a.Ub) 

such that g(y) == f(y) if y is in A U x and g(y) == b if Y is 

in B. Since g(S) = a U band g is a continuous mapping, S is 

not connected. This is a contradiction and therefore A U x 

is connected. Simi1arily, B U x is connected. 

Theorem 2.5. If A is a connected set that is 

contained in the union of two separated sets, then A is 

contained in one of these. 

Proof: Consider a connected set A a.nd sepa.ra.ted 

sets G and H. Suppose A is not contained in G or in H. 

Then there exists an x in A such that x is in G end there 

exists a y in A such that y is in H. Let X be the set of all 

points s such tha.t x is in A and in G. Let Y be the set of 

a.11 po ints y such tha.t y is in A and in H. Thus A == X U Y. 

Since G and H are separated, X and Yare separated. There

fore A is not con..Y1ected since a connected set ca.nnot be 

expressed as the union of two~eparated sets~ This is a 

contradiction to the hypothesis that A is connected. 



Therefore, if A is a connected set contained in the union of 

two connected sets, A is contained in one of these. 

Theorem 2.6. Let A be e connected subset of space S 

and A~< any set such that A c:: A* c: A. Then N* is connected. 

Proof: Suppose A* is not connected. Then A* can be 

wri tten, A':' = CUD. where C a.nd D aTe separated sets. From 

theorem 2.5, A is in C or in D. Let A be in C. By defini

tion of A*. every point of D is a limit point of C. This is 

8. contrad ict ion to the assumption tha.t C s.nd Dare s eparated 

sets. Therefore, A* is connected. 

Definition 2.26. A subset H of space S is compact 

iff every open covering of H contains a finite subcovering 

of H. 

Definition 2.27. A subset H of S is countably 

compact iff every infinite subset of H has at least one 

limit point in H. 

Definition 2.28. A compact and connected space is 

called a continuu.m. 

The following theorem gives a relationship of compact 

and countably compact sets. 

Theorem 2.7. A compact set is countably compa.ct. 

Proof: Consider s.ny space S and an infinite subset 
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K of S. Suppose K has no limit point in S. Then for each 

point x in K, there is an open set conta.ining x that 

contains no other point of K. Also, for each point y in 

S ~ K, there is an open set containing y that contains no 

points of K. These open sets form an open covering of S. 

Since S is compact, there is a finite subcollection of these 

open sets that covers S. Thus K is finite as no two points 

of K lie in the saBe open set. This is a contradiction as 

K was Biven to be infinite. Therefore, if K is an infinite 

subset of Sf it must have a limit point in S Bnd S must be 

countably compact. 

Theorem 2.8. If x is a cut point of a. compe.ct 

connected space Sand S - x ~ A U B, then A and B ere con

nected sets and each contain e.t least one non-cut point of S. 

Proof: Let x be an element of S - (aU b) where a 

and b a.re the two non-cut points of S. Then S - x ~ A U B 

is a. sepa,ration of S. Also, A U x :!.TId B U x ere each count

a.bly compact, connected, non-degenerate, separable subspaces 

of S. Thus A U x and B U x each have at lee,st two non-cut 

points. Let z be a non-cut point of A U x distinct from x. 

Then S - z ~ «A U x) - z) U (B U x) which is the union of 

two connected sets each conte.ining x. Hence S - x is 

connected and z is a non-cut point of AUx. Thus z is 

either point a or point b. Let z be s. Then z is in AUx. 
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Similarily. let m be a non-cut point of B U x distinct from 

x. Then S - m :::: «B U x) - m) U (A U x) which is the union 

of t1~!O connected sets vTith a. cOLunon element x. Hence. S - ill 

is connected and m 1s a non-cut point of B U x. Therefore, 

ill is b and A and B each contain at least one non-cut point 

of B U x. Since A U x contained only one non-cut point of 

S, then x must be a non-cut point of A U x and A 1s connected. 

Similarily B U x is connected. 

Defini t i on ~ 29. A Dedekind cut in the set of rea.l 

numbers is a pa.rtition of the reals into tv-ro subsets A and B 

such that'(a) neither A nor B is empty. (b) A U B:::: R. and 

(c) every number in A is less than any number in B. Under 

this definition there is either a ma.ximU!TI in A or a minimum 

in B, but not both. 

Definition 2.30. Consider a set A B.nd a binary 

relation * defined between elements of A. The relation * is 

a. simple-order relation, and A is simply ordf'red by '~.• pro

vided that (a. ) for ea.ch tHo element s x and y in A. either 

x-:'y or y'~-x. (b) if x':'-y. then y*x is false, B.nd (c) if x~ky 

and y''<z. then x~~z. 

Definition 2.31. Consider a set A and a binary 

relation * defined between elements of A. The relation * is 

8 partial-order relation. and A is partially-ordered by * 
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provided that (a) for each x in A. x*x. (b) if x*y and y*x. 

then x = y, and (c) if x*y and y*z, then x*z. 

Definition 2.32. Let Sand T be ordered sets and 

f:S~T a mapping. Then f is order preserving iff for any 

two elements x a.nd y in S, f(x) precedes fey) in T iff x 

precedes y in S. 

Definition 2.33. Two simply ordered sets A and B 

are of the sa~e order type iff there exists B one-to-one 

order preserving correspondence between the elements of the 

two sets. Such a correspondence is called an order-iso

morphism. 

Definition 2.34. A topological spa.ce is an arc iff 

it is homeomorphic Ylith J, the interva.l [O,lJ of the space 

of real numbers. 

Definition 2.35. Let S be a set partially ordered 

by <. and K a subset of S. Then K is said to be a maximal 

simply ordered subset of S iff K is simply ordered and 

there exists no element x in S - K such that y < x for 

every y in K. 

The following theorem is equivalent to the axiom of 

choice and will be stated without proof. 

Theorem 2.9. (Zorn's lemma) Let S be a partially 
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ordered set. Then there exists at least one maximal simply 

ordered subset K of S.) 

Using the previously defined terms fron elementary 

topology, it is possible to discuss some of the properties 

of the interval (0,1) and develop a characterization of an 

arc as a topological space. 

)Dick Wick Hall and Guilford L. Spencer II, Ele
Mentary Topolo~y (New York: John I,Hley & Sons, Inc-.-,
1955), pO. 280. 



CHAPTJER III 

PROPERTIES OF TH~ INTERVAL J 

Definition 2.34 states that an arc is homeomorphic 

with J. Thus the topological properties common to all arcs 

are exactly those possessed by J which are preserved under a 

homeomorphism--topological invariants. Therefore, to deter

mine properties of en arc, it is possible to consider proper

ties of J a.nd determine if they a.re topologica.lly inva.rie.nt. 

Theorem 3.1. J is a connected space. 

Proof: Suppose there exists a continuous mapping 

f:J~(a. U b). Then there exists distinct points p and q in 

J such that f(p) = a and f(q) = b where notation is chosen 

in such a way that p < q. Then Cp,q] is contained in J.' 

Now define a. mapping f:R-9'(a. U b} as folloi'J's: 

g(x) = f(p) if x < P 

g(x) = f(x) if p < x < q 

g(x) = f(q) if x > q. 

Since f(p) and f(q) a.re constant mappings, they aTe contin

uous. Also f(x) was given continuous on J and thus is 

continuous on (p,q). Therefore g:R~(a U b) is a continuous 

mapping. Let G
l 

be the open set consisting of a.ll points x 

where x < a + b2 and G2 the open set consisting of all points 

x where x > a ~ b. It follows from the definition of g and 
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the definition of continuity that R is the union of two 

disjoint non-empty open sets g-l(G ) and g-1(G ). This is a
l 2 

contradiction as it is iMpossible for R to be expressed as 

the ullion of two disjoint open sets. Therefore, J is a 

connected space. 

Theorem 3.2. J is a non·degenerate space. 

Proof: Consider ° and 1 which are elements of J. 

Thus J contains at least two distinct points and is non

degenerate by definition 2.21. 

Theorem l:..J. J is a sepB.rable sp8.ce. 

Proof: Consider the set of rational numbers which 

are elements of J, call them K. The closure of K is J. 

Therefore, J is a subset of Rand K is dense in J. Since 

K is counts.bl e, J is e.. sepa.rabl e space by definition 2.23. 

Theorem 3.4. J has exa.ctly tvm non-cut points. 

Froof: To show that ° and 1 are non-cut points of 

J. cons ider (0,11 a.nd (0,1). Thes e tNO inte:I.'v8.1s can be 

shoNn to be connected in a manner similar to the proof of 

theorem 3.1. Hence from definition 2.20, ° and 1 are non

cut points of J. NoW suppose there exists some point p in 

J other than 0 and 1 that is a non-cut point of J. Hence 

J - P ::: [O,p) U (p,J] is connected. Define a mapping f 

such that f(x) = a if 0 < x < p and f(x) = b if P < x < 1. 
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Since f:(J p)~(a U b) is continuous, J - P is not con

nected and p is a cut point of J. This contre.dicts the 

assumption the.t p was a non-cut point of J. Therefore, J 

has exactly b,ro non-cut po ints. 

Theorem 3.5. J is a compact space. 

Proof: Let {G~} be e collection of open sets cover

ling J. Construct a Dedekind cut (L,R) of E as. follows. A 

point p is put in L if P < 0 or if a ~ p ~ 1 and a finite 

number of open sets COL cover [O,p]. A point is in R other

wise. By the definition of a Dedekind cut, there is a point 

m that is either a. maximum of L or a min1.!num of R. In either 

case m is in (0.1], so that there is some G~' that conte. ins 

m. Since open intervals constitute a basis for El , there is 

some interval (x.y) in G such thet 0 < x < m < y. Re~ard-

less of whether m is in L or in R, x is in L so that e. finite 

number of open sets GCll.z: GetS' •• , , ~'tcover (0. xJ .Gecl , 

Hence the open sets G~I' G~~, GAl' ••• , Got.,. G~, cover (0, y] 

and y is in L. But y >. m contredicting the hypothesis that 

m be a maximum of L or a minimum of R. Therefore, J is a 

compa.ct space. 

Theorem 3.6. J is e. cduntably compact space. 

Proof: From theorem 2.7. since J is compact it is 

also countably compact. 
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Theorem H. J is a metric spa.ce. 

Proof: Define p(x,y) = 'x - yl. From the defi

nition of absolute value, it can easily be seen that p 

satisfies the properties of definition 2.14 and thus is a. 

metric for J. 

Thus J is a com.pa.ct, countably compact, connected. 

non-degenerate~ separable metric space with two non-cut 

points. The fact that J has these properties is not suffi

eient to say that an arc also has these properties. For 

example, J is bounded but R is not bounded. Therefore, it 

remains to be shown that the previously mentioned proper
. 

ties of J are preserved under a homeomorphism before it can 

be concluded that an arc must also have these properties. 

Theorem 3.8. The property of being connected is a 

topological invariant. 

Proof: Consider any connected set S and a mapping 

f: S...,T such tha.t f is a homeo:norphism. Suppose that T is 

not connected. Then there exists a continuous mapping 

g:T~R sueh that g(T) == a U b where B. a.nd b are distinct. 

Cons id er a.lso a ma.pping h: S~ R l-vhere h is defined by 

h(x) = g(f(x)) for each x in S. This mapping is continuous 

by theorem 2.3. Since h(S) = s.U b. S 1s not connected. 

This contra.diets the a.sswnption that S is connected. Hence, 

if S is connected, so is T under homeomorphism f. 
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Theorem 3.9. The property of being a non-cut point 

is a topological invariant. 

Proof: Consider space S with non-cut point x and a 

mapping f:S~T such that f is a homeomorphism. Thus S - x 

is connected. By theorem 3.8, f(S - x) is also connected. 

But f(S - x) ::: f(8) - f(x) ::: T - f(x) since f is one-to-one. 

Hence, f(x) is a non-cut point of T. 

Theorem 3.10. Compactness is a topological invar

ia.nt. 

Proof: Consider any compact set S and a mapping 

f: S~T such the.t f is a homeo~!lorphi sm. Suppose T is not 

compact. Let [G«J be any open covcrin~ of T. Then V". ::: 

f-l(GO() is an open coverin8 of S. Since S is compact, 

there exists a finite subcollection V , Vff'2.' ••• , VCl(nClItI 
I( 

that covers S. NO'ltl f(V«lll S) C Get. and hence f(U('~. n S)) 
n " l II i.~I" 

C.UGqo. Since SC: .U(VDl • n S), f(S)C: .U G£t:. Thus f(S) is"., " 4,". ~ ,:ILl" 

covered by a finite subcollection G«., GocL, ••• , GCIC " of any 

open covering {G«l of f(S) and, therefore, f(S) is compact. 

Theorem 3.11. Countably compa.ctness is a topo

logical invariant. 

Proof: Let S be any countably compact space and f 

a homeomorphism such tha.t f: S~T. Cons ider an infinite 

subset X of T. For each point x in X, select a point y in S 

such that f(y) ::: x. The set Y of all such points y is an 
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infinite set since f is a mapping. Also, since S is count

ably compact, the set Y has some limit point p in S. For 

each open set G containing f(p), f-l(G) is an open set of S 

containing p. Since p is a limit point of S, every neigh

borhood of p contains a point y distinct from p. Also, 

since f is one-to-one, f(y) is in G and distinct from f(p). 

Thus every neighborhood of f(p) contains a point distinct 

from f(y) and f(p) is a limit point of T. Therefore T is 

countably compact. 

Theorem 3.12. The property of be ing non-degenera.te 

is a topological invariant. 

Proof: Consider any set S which is non-degenerate 

B.nd a ma.pping f: S ....T 1'lhich is a homeomorphism. Since S is 

non-degenerate, S has at least two distinct points, call 

them x and y. Also, since f is a mapping, there exists at 

least one element of T, call it a.. Suppose a is the only 

element of T. Then f(x) = f(y) = a. Since f is one-to-one, 

x = Y by definition 2.10. But x and y were given distinct. 

Therefore T has at least two distinct elements and is non-

degenerate. 

Theorem 3.13. The property of being separable is a. 

topological invariant. 

Proof: Let f be a homeomorphism such that f:S~T 

end let D be,a dense subset of S. Then T = f(S)C: f(D). 
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Also, f(15) = f(D) U f(D') "There D' is the set of all limit 

points of D. Let x be a.ny point of f(15). Then x is either 

in f(D) or in f(D'). If x is in f(D). it is in fTDT by the 

definition of c16sure. If x is in f(D'), it can be assumed 

that x is not in f(D). Then there is some point y in D' - D 

such that f(y) = x. Let U be any open set containing x. By 

theorem 2.2, f-l(D) is an open set containing y. Since y is 

a limit point of D, there is some point z of D in f-l(D) 

such that z and y Bre distinct. Then the point f(z) is in 

U n f(D) and is distinct fron x since the mapping is one-to

one. ThW:: x is a. limit point of f(D) and is in f115T. Thus 

f CD) C f ( D) and T C fT15T. Since f is one-to-one, f(D) is 

countable. Hence f(D) is a countable subset of T dense in 

T. Therefore T is separable. 

Theorem 3.14. The property of be ing a. metric space 

is a topological invariant. 

Proof: Consider the homeomorphism h:(X,T)~(S,Tt) 

where T' is induced by the metric d. Define d(h(x), h(y)) 

= p(x,y). Since h is one-to-one, p is a metric on the set 

S. Also, h is a homeomorphism of (X.T*) and (S,T') where 

T* is induced by p. Therefore T = T* and the image of a 

metric space under a homeomorphism is a metric space. 

As a result of the previous theorems about space J 

a,nd topologies.l invariants, the following theorem ma.y be 

-_.,~. 
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stated giving a necessa.ry condition for a topological spa.ce 

to be an arc. 

Theorem 3.15. If a topological space is an arc, 

then it is a compact, countably compact, connected, non

degenerate separable metric space with at most two non-cut 

points. 



CHAPTER IV 

CHARACTERIZING AN ARC 

In order to arrive at a cha.racterization of an arc 

as a topological space, a set of conditions that Bre both 

necessary and sufficient must be esta.blished. In Chapter 

III necessary conditions for a topological space to be an 

arc were discussed. The next question to consider is then 

an obvious one. Given a topoloe;ical space, ..."ha.t conditions 

are sufficient to ma.ke it Em arc? For 8 topologice.l spe.ce 

to be en arc lit must be homeomorphic ...1ith the interval J. 

Thus a homeomorphism between a space with certain properties 

and J must be exhibited. Before this ca.n be done several 

idea.s must be developed. 

Definition 4.1. A subset X of a space S is said to 

separate a subset Y of S in S iff S - X can be expressed as 

the union of two separated sets N (Y) e.nd HZ (X) I such thatl 

Nl(X) n Y ~ 0 and MZ(X) n Y ~ 0. The union of two such sets 

is called a separation of Y in S. A subset X of a space S 

is said to separa.te two subsets A and B of S in S iff S - X 

can be expressed as the union of t"10 separated sets HI (X) 

and NZ(X) such that A is contained in one of these and B is 

contained in the other. The union of bw such sets is 

called a separation of A and B in S. 
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This definition makes it possible to obtain the 

existance of non-cut points in a topological space with 

certain properties. It should be noted tha.t the HI (X) end 

H (X) described in.definition 4.1 are by no mea.ns unique.
2 

Theorem 4.1. Let S be a countably compact, con

nected, non-degenerate. separable T sp&ce. Then S has atl 

least two non-cut points. 

P-roof: Since S is separable, there exists B. count

able subset H of S 1'lhich is dense in S. Suppose S hBs B.t 

most one non-cut point. Since S is non-degenerate, H must 

contain at least two points. But by assumption, there 

exists at most one non-cut point. Thus there must be B.t 

least one cut point. Define n to be the least integerl 

such that the element of H is a cut point of S. SincePn 
1 

P is a cut point of S, there is a sepsTa.tion of S givenn l 
by S - Pn = Al U Bl where the notation is chosen in such a 

l 
way that the non~cut point 'of S, if there is one, lies in 

B . Thus every point of the countably cOmpact set Xl is a
l 

cut point of S. The set Al may be expressed by Al = S - ~l' 

Therefore Al is en open subset of S. NON there must exist 

a least integer n such that the point Pn of H lies in AI.2 2 
Define A and B2 to be a separation of S such that S - Pn = 2 

A U B \'There the notation is chosen in such a ~laY that the
2 2 

"connected set 13 = B U Pn is contained in B2 • Rence X2 is1 l 1 

2 
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a subset of AI' In general, for k ~ 2, define P to be then
k 

element of H with the least index that lies in Ak_l , and 

define A and B to be the sets of a sepa.ra.tion of S such
k k 

that S - Pn = AkU B where the notation is chosen in suchk
k 

a manner tha.t the connected set B == B U P isk _ l k _ l n k_l 
contained in Bk , and consequently, I k cA' . NOl'f I define 

k-l 
B ;;: UB = U( B Up) • Since B is the DBion of connected

k• k n
k 

sets each containing the point p , B is connected. But for n
l 

each index k, all elements of R having index less than n k+l 

lie in Bk l' Therefore, B contains Hand B is dense in S. 
+

Then define A = UAk • For ea.ch index i{, the set Ak+l is a 

counta.bly compact set contained in Ak . 'l'hus by the Cantor 

intersection theorem, A is not empty.4 Since A contains at 

least one element and A is a subset of S - B, there is at 

least one element p of S not in B. Hence, B is a proper 

subset of S. Since Be s - pC B, then by theorem 2.6, 

S - P is connected. Therefore, p is a non-cut point of S. 

This is a contradiction since the set B was constructed so 

that it contained all non-cut points. Therefore, S has 

at least hIO non-cut points. 

Since the property of being a non-cut point was 

sho~m to be a topological invariant in theorem 3.9, if f 

is to be a homeomorphism from S to J, then the non-cut 

4Hall and Spencer, op. cit., p. 69. 
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points of S must map to the non-cut points of J. Thus in 

defining such a. mapping f, f(a) = 0 and f(b) = 1 or f(a) = 1 

and f(b) = 0 must be true. In order to define f for other 

points of S, additional ide8s and notation must be discussed. 

Definition 4.2. Let p and q be points of s con

nected space S. Then E(p,q) will denote the subset of S 

consisting of the points p and q together with all the cut 

po ints of S tha.t separat e p a.nd q. 

Definition 4.3. The separation order in E(p,q) is 

defined as follows. Let x and y be two points in E(p,q). 

Then x precedes y, x < y, in E(p,q) if either x = p or if 

x seps,rates pend y in S. 

Theorem 4.2. Let rend s be two points of E(p,0J 

(p U q) = E(p,q)*. Also, let r have the separation S - r = 

A U Band s the seDaration S - s '= A V P • If s is in r r . s s 

B , then A conta.ins A U rend B contains B V s. If s 
r s r r s 

is in A , then A contains BUs and B coni sins B U r. 
r r s s r 

Proof: esse 1. Let s be in B . A Uris r r 

connected by theorem 2.4. Also. from theorem 2.5. since 

ArU r is contained in the union of two separated sets. it 

must be in one of these. Now, A U r conte. ins p but not s. 
r 

Thus A U r lies in A • The set (BsU s)n (A lJ r) is 
r s r
 

then empty. Thus BUs must 11e in B .
 s r 
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r r 

connected and lies in one of the seperated sets. The set 

B V r .contains the point p but not the point s. Thus 
r 

BUr lies in B. The set (B lJ r) n (B U s) is then r s r s 

empty. Thus BUs must lie in A . . s r 

Theorem~. The separation order in E(p.q) is a 

simple order. 

Proof: Por each point x in E(p,q). x i p and 

x ~ q, there is a separation S - x = A U B where p is in x x 

A and q is in B. By theorem 2.4, A U x and B U x are x x x x 

connected sets. Now let rand s be two points of E(p.q)*. 

Then either s is in B r or s is in A • r If s is in B 
r 

, then 

r < s in E(p,q). If s is in A r , then r is in B s and s < r 

in E(p.q). Thus for any two elements of E(p.q). either 

r < s or s < r. From theorem 4.2, if r < sand s < t, then 

B contains BUs which contains B. Also. B contains r s s s 

Bt U t. Thus Br contains BtU t and r < t. Therefore, the 

relation < is transitive. If r < sand s < r. then using 

the transitive property of <. r < r is a true statement. 

But r cannot sepBTate p and r. Thus r < r is B. false 

statement. Therefore. if r < s is true, s < r cannot be 

true. The case "There E(p.q) = P lJ q must also be consid

ered. If x = p, then y = q and x < y. If x = q, then 

y = p and y < x. If x < y. then x = p Bnd y = q. Then y 
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ca.nnot equal p, a.nd it cannot be true that y < x. The 

transi ti ve property is satisfied va.cuously. Hence, the 

conditions of definition 2.JO are sa.tisfied and the sepa.

ration order in E(p,q) is a simple order. 

Theorem 4.4. If A is a countable sim~ly-ordered set 

such tha.t (1) A has no least element a.nd no greatest eleIllent 

in its order. and (2) for a.ny tTtlO el ements a a.nd b of A with 

a < b, there is a.n element c in A such that a < c < b, then 

A has the sa,me order type as the rationals. 

Proof: The proof of this theorem ~rill ma.ke use of 

the fact that ther e is an order isol1orphlsm betv-reen the set 

of rationals and the set of dyadic fractions. The set of 

dyadic fractions is the set of fractions of the form k/2n 

\'There n = 1, 2, J, ... and k is any odd nwuber less than 

2n for each n. 

Let A = {ell' a 2 , a J , ... , an' ...} \'rhere a i ~ 8. j 

when i ~ j, Define f(al ) =~. Let n l be the first integer 

such that a < a in the order of A and n be the first 
n l 2

l
 
integer such that < a in the order of A. Tha.t n and
a l n 2 l 

n exist follows from condition (1). Define f(a ) = 1/42 n l 
and f(a ) = J/4. Now let n J , n4 , n ' n 6 be the first n S2 
inteRers such that 8 < a < a < a < a < a < an- n n4 l n n

J n l S 2 6 
Define f(a ) = 1/8, f(a ) = J/8, f(a ) = S/S, a.nd . n n4 nSJ 
f(a ) = 7/3. Similarily determine a , a , •.. and n 7n6 n S 
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define f(a ) I f(a ), •. , Thus A has an order isomorphicn 8n7 
to the set of dyadic fractions under the isomorphism 

described above. Since the relation "is e.n order isomor

phism of" is a tra.nsitive rele.tion , A i8 an order isomor

phisffi of the set of rat ione.l num.bers. 

Fro~ theorem 4.4 it is noted that' for a set to be 

order isomorphic to the set of re.tionals, the set must first 

be simply ordered. Thus it is necessary to define an order 

on a topological space S and show that this is e, simple 

order. 

Definition 4.4. Let A be a simply ordered set. The 

order topology in A is the topology given by a basis whose 

elements are (1) the set A, (2) for each elenlent x in A, the 

set of all y such that y < X, (3) for each element x in -~, 

the set of all y such that x < y, and (4) for each pair x 

and y in A with x < y, the set of all z such that x < Z < y, 

Theorem~. Let S be a connected space and let p 

and q be two points of S such that E(p,q) contains a point 

of S distinct from p and q. Let E(p,q) have the subspace 

topology and let E* denote the set E(p,q) with its order 

topology. Then the mapping h:E(p,q)~E*, defined by h(x) = 

x is continuous. 

Proof: For any point x in E{p,q) - (p U q), let 

S - x = A U B where A 'and B are disjoint open sets ~uch x x x x 
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that A contains p and B contains q. A basis element of E* x x 
may be of type (2), (3) or (4) as described in definition 

4.4. If a basis element is of type (2), then it is in the 

form Ax" E(p,q) .. If a basis element of E* is of type (3), 

it is of the form B n E(p,q). If a basis element of E* is x 

of type (4), it is of the form (Bx n A y ) (l E(p,q). In ea.ch 

case, the basis element is open in E(p,q) as they are the 

intersection of a finite number of open sets. Thus for each 

open set G in E*, h-l(g) is an open set in E(p,q). There

fore h is continuous by theorem 2.2. 

Theorem 4.6. Let S be a compact, connected, 

Hausdorff spe.ce with exactly bro non-cut points, a end b. 

Then E(a,b) = S and the order topology defined by the points 

in E(a,b) is the same as the topology in S. 

Proof: Suppose there is some x in S that is not in 

E(a, b) - (a. U b). Therefore, x is e. cut point e.nd S - x = 

v U V, r.vhere V e.nd V aTe sepe.ra.ted sets. If a is in U B.nd 

b is in V, then x is in E(a,b) by definition. If the non-

cut points a and b are in V, then by theorem 2.8, V must 

contain a third non-cut point of S. This is 8 contrediction 

of exactly two non-cut points. Therefore, S is a subset of 

E(a,b). By definition 4.2, E(a,b) is defined to be a sub

set of S. Thus E(a.b) = S. 

From the proof of theorem 2.8, it is known that open 
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sets in the order topology are open in 8. Thus, to show 

that the 0rder topology defined by points in E(a,b) is the 

same as the topol08Y in 8, it is sufficient to show that 

open sets in 8 are unions of basis elements of the order 

topology. If this is not true, then for some open set U 

in 8 there is a point x in U such tha.t no' ba.s is element of 

the order topology lies in U. If x ~ a and x f b. then 

basis elements of type (4) of definition 4.4 need to be 

considered. Let (y, z) denote a. basis element determined 

by yand z where y < z. By use of Zorn's lemma. a collec

tion of sets {(~.z«)J is obtained. Each (~IC,7~K) is 

picked so tha.t (yc(JC.zOll:rc.) 1s contained in (Y.,c:._1 ,z~~.l). 

This collection is simply ordered by set inclusion and the 

intersection of this eollection is x. The previous state

ment is a.lso true for the closed sets [y«,7~] = (~.zct) 

tJ~Uz.c.. Now, (Yoc.,zdi)0 (8 - U) is closed in 8 end has 

a non-empty intersection for eachGit. It is also simply 

ordered by set inclusion. Thus there is a point w in the 

intersection of the collection {(y«.z~) n (8 - U)}. Then w 

is also in the intersection of the collection ((y~,~)J. 

Since x is in U, x is not in 8 - U and w cannot be x. Thus 

a point w distinct from x is in the intersection of the 

collection [(y~,z~l. This is a contradiction. Therefore, 

x must be in some basis element of the order topology. If 

x = a or x = b, then basis elements of type (2) or (3) in 
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definition 4.4 need to be considered. Since the order 

topology of E(a,b) is 8. simple order relation, either x < y 

or y < x. In either case, x is in some basis element of the 

order topology. Therefore, the order topology of E(a,b) is 

the same as the topology of S. 

The next theorem e:ives the suffic·ient conditions for 

e topological space to be an arc. 

Theorem 4.7. If S is a non-degenerate, counta.bly 

compact, connected, separable metric space having at most 

two non- cut po int s, then S i. s 8.Yl arc. 

Proof: Since S is separable, there is a countable 

dens e subset R conta.ined in S. It can be assumed tha.t R 

does not contain the tVTO non-cut points a a.nd b of S. Thus 

R is a subset of E(a,b). As a subset of E(a.b). R has an 

order tha.t satisfies the conditions of theorem 4.4. Hence 

there is an order isomorphism h of R onto K where K is the 

set of rationals in J. Since h is an order isomorphism of 

R onto K. open sets of R map to open sets of K and the pre-

image of open sets in K are open sets of R. Thus h is also 

a homeomorphism of R onto K. NON, let x be a point of S 

other than the non-cut points. Also. let KA be the set of 

all points y of K such that y < x and let KB be the set of 

all points y of K such that x < y. Then the sets h(KA) and 

h(KA) determine a pa.rtition of K. This partition of K is 
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also a partition of J. From the Dedekind cut theorem, such 

a pe.rtition determi:'les a unique point y. Define hi (x) = y. 

Then hI defines a mapping of S onto J. Since a unique point 

is determined by h'(x), h' is one-to-one. For any open set 

of J, say (h' (x),h'(y)), h,-l(h l (x),h'(y)) is the set of all 

z such that x < z < y in S. This is a basis element in S 

and hence em open set of S. Also, any open set in S is of 

the form {xlx < y]. (xly < xl or fzlx < z < yJ. The images 

ofthe s e set s are fh ' ( x) th' (x) < h' (y)J. {h r (x) Jh I (y) < 

hI (x)} and {hI (z)lh ' (x) < h' (z) < h' (y)) respectively. wch 

of these are open in J. Hence, h' is a homeomorphism of S 

onto J and S is en arc. 

As a. result of the preceding theorem and theQrem 

3.15 a characterization of 8n arc as a topoloBical space 

may be stated. 

Theorem 4.8. A topological space is an arc iff it is 

a non-degenerate, countably cocpact, connected, separable 

metric suace with at most two non-cut points. 



CHAPTER V 

SUI1HARY AND CONCLUS IONS 

An arc vms defined to be a topologics.l space homeo

mornhic to J, the real number interval [0 I 1) . A character

ization of an arc in topol08ical terms "laS developed in 

Cha.pter III and Chapter IV. This ;<J'as done by first consid

ering properties of J which are invariant under a homeo

morphism. Then a topological space with these properties 

v/a.s shoo,'m to be a homeomorphic to J. The result was 

stated in theorem 4.7. 

It was mentioned in Chapter I that e.n a.rc ~·TS.S a 

special type of a continuous curve. A continuous curve can 

also be defined with respect to the interval J. 

Definition~. A topoloe:ical space S is s. contin

uous curve iff it is the continuous image of the interval J. 

Continuous curves are sometimes called Peano spaces. 

A characterization of Peano spaces could be derived in a 

mal'mer similar to deriving a characterization of an arc. 

Instead of considering properties of a topological space 

invariant Qnder a hooeomorphism, properties invariant under 

a cont inuous ms.pping l'/ould need to be cons idered. A char

acterization of a Peano space was first developed by Hahn 

8.nd r·iazurkiei<licz at a.bout the same time a1 though they 
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worked independently, The result is given in the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 5.1. A topological space S is a Peano space 

iff S is non-empty, compact, connected, locally connec~ed 

and metrizable. 5 

5He.11 and Spencer, Ope cit., p. 204. 
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